EVENING TECHNICAL MEETING
14 October

2020

5.30pm - 8.30pm,
Perth Convention & Exhibition Centre, Meeting Room 1 & 2

WILL SUBSEA COMPRESSION PROCESSING TAKE
OFF IN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT?

5.30 pm Registration
6.00 pm ETM commences
7.30 pm Drinks/Networking

Questions or sponsor enquiry?
+61 (0) 89481 0999
p.slapp@sut.org

Image source: Aker Solutions

Panel Discussion:

Tim Nallipogu - Woodside Energy, Yvonne Driessens - Shell, Drew Sage - Aker Solutions, Luca Letizia - OneSubsea
Si Huai Yeaw - Moderator

Subsea compression / processing is an evolution in offshore field developments that support production of reserves
that would otherwise be technically unfeasible to produce or commercially stranded. Innovative designs that push
elements of the processing train further upstream, enable production from difficult reservoirs, from deep water and at
long step outs from existing facilities. Globally and regionally, there are many offshore fields that require long subsea
tie-backs to existing facilities, that could benefit from such subsea technology, which include: compression, pumping,
separation, HV power transmission and distribution.
After years of development, qualification and engineering, today Subsea Compression Technology is a proven solution
to increase recovery factors for offshore gas developments. Among the first subsea compression systems that are in
operation are Aasgard and Gulfaks field, both in the Norwegian Sea, was delivered and started up successfully. This
represents an important milestone for the oil and gas industry, as apart from representing the success of new subsea
processing technologies development, subsea compression also proves itself a viable alternative field development
option to the Oil and Gas Operators.
In this ETM, we are fortunate enough to have global leading subsea technology providers and key operators in
the region join us in the discussion panel, share their thoughts about the technology benefits, the development &
challenges, and last but not least the applicability to the Australian fields.

RSVP NOW:

https://sutetm14oct20.eventbrite.com.au

Registration Cost

(ends 7 Oct)

(from 8 Oct)

Regular

Onsite

Member:
Student/Individual/Corporate

$30

$40

$45

Non-Members

$50

$60

$65

5 Ticket Member Pass

$125

$200

$225

5 Ticket Non-Member Pass

$225

$300

$325

Society for Underwater Technology - Perth Branch

Early Bird

Thank you to our event sponsors:

